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Bob Harrison- September 2009

he weather is giving indications that the heat is about to give way to cooler times ( as we continue to exceed average temps). The fall is a great time to get into the fish that have been growing all
season. Plus there are always those few held over from previous years that are actively feeding before winter
sets in. It is time to get out fishing (if only I can convince work to let up a little).
As mentioned in last month’s newsletter, we have a lot planned in September. The monthly meeting will be the
annual equipment swap. Bring your serviceable fishing and camping equipment to trade or sell or bring some cash
to get something that you want or didn’t know you needed. If you are just getting started it is a good way to pick up
some things at a bargain. We will also have a presentation on gearing up primarily directed towards beginners and
novices but will try to throw in a few things for even the experienced fisher. The board is putting together a few sets
of their Arizona’s Basic Dozen flies that will be sold during the swap meet. Check elsewhere in the newsletter for the
list of flies and particulars..
We have two outings in September. The first is a part day outing to the nearby Salt River. The plan is to float from
Phon D Sutton to Granite reef. You will need your pontoon or tube. If you haven’t fished moving water from a pontoon, expect to learn a few new techniques (or phrases). It is always a challenge to read the water ahead, plan and
execute your cast. There is also some discussion of a separate group starting at Water Users (upper parking lot) and
floating to Blue Point Bridge, Coon’s Bluff or Phon D Sutton. Either of these can take a few hours to all day depending on how much time you spend on the side fishing the edges and pools. Catches of small bass and even a 15 inch
rainbow have were reported at the last meeting. Anyone thinking of starting from Water Users will need to get out
early to beat the rubber hatch.
The second outing is our conservation outing to Tonto Creek. We will spend Saturday collecting garbage from the
stream and cleaning graffiti off the rocks. The Arizona Republic had an article on Sunday, August 23 that will give
you an idea of what to expect. You should be able to find it on line. We will have garbage bags and graffiti removal
material but you should bring gloves and other items to pull cans, bottles and bags out of the water and the cracks
and crevasses along it. (I am thinking Canyon Creek for Sunday but will play it by ear).
In addition, Tom Horvath has scheduled a Beginner tying class and Dave Weaver has announced the dates for the
next rod building class (see the newsletter or website for details). Tom has been holding an intermediate tying session the 4th Wednesday in the conference room at his office. I don’t know the patterns for September but expect them
to have something to do with San Juan if it is like previous months.
Along with the fall weather, there are a few other things to attend to wrapping up the year. We have election of the
2010 board in November. We will start asking for names of people that are interested in September. Nominations will
be opened at the October Board meeting to get as many interested members as possible. Expect to hear – It is a volunteer organization, we need all the volunteers we can get– repeatedly for the next few months. The board is just a
group that gets together behind the scenes to organize the club’s activities and the other things necessary to meet the
requirements of a non profit corporation in Arizona.
It is a little early but not too early to start thinking about the December banquet. We always appreciate donations
to put into the raffle. Some take a little longer than others to get together so consider this a reminder to get started.
Few of us can tie an assortment of flies over a weekend or make some of the other creative items that have shown up
in past years. We are looking for someone (VOLUNTEERS) to coordinate the set up and the food part of the banquet this year. Doc has done it for more years than I can recall but has advised that he will be beaching it at Cancun
this year. He has already been asked what his priorities are but it seems those are the only dates for his trip.
Enough for this month. I really need to get out fishing.
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LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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PART 2
Our Own DFC Trout Bums...What’s in your fly box?
We had some good
response from our
DFC Trout Bums
for this column.
Hope you keep
some of these fly
selections in mind
for your next trip to
your favorite fishing spot...and, I’m sure if anyone who is new to
our club needs to ask questions of the selections- just see any of our DFC board member
for some help. Or, better yet, take this list to
your favorite fly shop using these as a guide for
discussion. Enjoy! R. McKeon/Editor

OK....What’s in your fly box?
John Rohmer- Arizona Flyfishing
I fish a lot of lakes, both here and out of state, particularly Utah, Idaho, Montana and Colorado. I
never hit any of them without simi seal leeches. This
fly seems to be the "go to" pattern the majority of the
time. It is not just me but fellow fishers as well. I
believe this may be the fact that it is not a hatch oriented fly. On many occasions it outfishes the
favorite "local' pattern and has become a fly carried
by the local shops in the area as a mainstay pattern
on their lakes. Depending on how the fly is tied and
fished it can represent leeches, baitfish, dragonfly
and damsel nymphs and even small crayfish. I have
found that color is very important to the effectiveness of this fly, more so than size. On many occasions finding the correct color is like turning on the
light switch. The way it is fished is also a key element in whether it's "fish or no fish". I usually have
at least five boxes with me at all times, different
sizes, colors, with beads mid-body and in the front to
represent eggs and sometimes with rubberlegs, with
and without hackle. You asked for one box. If I was
depending on catching fish to survive, this would be
my box. Thanks for inviting me to participate in the
interesting survey. I am anxious to see the results.
Bob Harrison- DFC President
The article prompted me to take a look through tackle bags and see what I really carry. I have tried the
fly organization thing. Some might say with little
success. My reply would be ‘It could be worse’.
To start, I did a count of boxes that were in the
bags I keep for trout, bass and salt water. Adding in
the boxes in the closet for Alaska, it came to 40 different fly boxes. Some large. Some small. What is
inside the boxes is a split between a general assortment for the target species and specific themes.
In some cases there are two almost identical boxes
with a similar assortment of flies. This started from
trips to Lees Ferry where I typically conned a ride
from someone with a boat. Providing the boat
owner/ driver a box of flies to use made it easier to
switch to what was working without losing fishing
time. These boxes contained the assortment of eggs,
scuds, San Juan worms, midges in a spectrum of colors that were reported to be working.
In other groupings the fly assortment separates
dry flies from wet flies and often separate streamers
into a third box. There is always a little mixing
between the boxes in case of the catastrophic lost

box. Of course, the lost box is the one with the flies
that have been really hot for that day.
The target species boxes tend to be for bulky flies
(Clouser for bass or Salt, egg sucking leech for
Alaska Salmon, flesh flies for Alaska Trout each get
their own box) or require a very wide spectrum
(midges for San Juan - sizes range from 18 to 26 and
colors/ styles go across color spectrum).
So what is in one of the general purpose trout
box? I prefer that boxes with see through lids and
wet flies stuck in ripple foam and foam or compartments for dries. A typical combination of wet and
dry flies in a single box includes
On the nymph side:
Black, Brown and Olive Simi Seal Leech or
Buggers. These take a lot of space in a box compared to nymphs and dry flies. They are moved to a
dedicated box if it is likely they will get a lot of
use. • Pheasant Tail Nymph – original style, bead
head and flash back • Gold Ribbed Hare’s Ear –
Gray, Chocolate, Olive and Tan. Original style and
Bead head. • Peacock and Damsel nymphs –
• Arizona Peacock Lady, Prince, Damsel, KL Green
Weenie, and Lynch Mob. • Soft Hackle Nymphs –
same colors above, sizes 14 & 16.
Midges – Zebra, chocolate, three shades of gray.
Silver, gold and black bead heads. Sizes from 18 to
26. • A few odd bait fish patterns – Matukas or
similar,
On the dry fly side:
Parachute Adams • Royal Coachman • Royal Trude
Elk Hair Caddis – Tan and Medium Brown wing,
Olive and Brown bodies • Mosquito dry and
emerger (clipped hackle) • Stimulator Yellow/
orange, Light Olive/ Dark Olive • Blue wing Olive
or similar • Plus a few accumulated over years that
don’t have names that I remember
• Terrestrials – Foam Hopper, Black Deer hair
cricket, black and Olive Cicadas.
• Ants – Black and Red/brown deer hair
I didn’t get to a count. If I did that I would notice
the holes in the assortment and think I needed to tie
a few dozen to fill them in. You know they say more
than two of anything is a collection. At least mine
packs pretty small.
Ted Bounds
For Arizona stream fishing... I have Stimulators size
10 and 12 with yellow or tan bodies and yellow or
orange heads-Elk hair caddis size 20 thru size 14
with black, yellow. tan, peacock, and olive bodies. I
also always have some schroder's parachute
grasshoppers in various body colors and sizes and
parachute adams in size 20 up to size 12. I always
have some ant patterns in a couple of different sizesI like black the best. I will have prince nymphs,
hare's ear nymphs, and pheasant tail nymphs in size
18 to 12. I always have some patterns that represent
leaches and a crayfish pattern, and some generic
midge patterns. I also carry black, yellow, brown
and red magic markers. I can use them to change
body colors on my flies if need be. I think I can fish
most small streams in Arizona with these patterns
and cover the bases.

David Hwang
• teeny nymph • Czech nymph • chironomids
• prince nymphs • pheasant tail nymphs • wooly
buggers • simi-seal leeches • clouser minnows
• poppers • hoppers • ants • stimulators • elk hair
caddis • parachute adams • griffith's gnat
• humpies
Tom Soldat
I carry semi-seal leeches, minnow imitations,
Sunrise specials, Small black nymphs, Prince
nymphs, Half-back nymphs, ants, grass hoppers, fore
& afts, woolly buggers, wooly worms, damsel fly
nymphs, scuds and Cray-fish. And a few pistol petes.
Rocky Minster- Sportsman’s Warehouse
I have never been satisfied with my boxes and I don't
think most of the people I know are really happy
with their setup either. I haven't figured out yet just
what to do though, so I just muddle on this way. I
have John Barr's book and he has it all figured out for
his system and where he fishes and I hope to get
there someday also. So here goes: I use medium size
boxes that fit in my vest pockets (I still use a regular
vest).
• Two boxes for streamers (Wooly Buggers,
Semi Seals,etc.) • One box of Midges (San Juan
types) • One box of Various Caddis Dries • One box
of Dries (Parachute and Regular)
Of course I don't carry all these with me at one
time!
• One box of Nymphs ( Regular, beadhead and
weighted which have a different color head so I can
tell them from the unweighted). • One box of
Terrestrials (Hoppers, Cicadas and Beetles). • One
box with Damsels and because I have no other place
for them, some Soft Hackles and Wet Flies. • One
box of Bass Flies. • One box of San Juan Worms,
eggs and Salt River Flies. • One box with some
Montana Stone Flies and some zonkers • One box of
odds and ends
And finally one box on my tying bench that I put
my new flies in as I finish them. Most of the time I
carry four boxes , maximum, I have a couple other
boxes that I will often fill up from my main ones to
take what I think I'll need on a particular day.
Whew, what a bunch of stuff but not as bad as my
Bass Fishing co-workers at Sportsmans. I hope that
wasn't too much to go through,
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Tonto Creek Cleanup Efforts • Saturday, September 19th, 2009
We will be cleaning up the Upper Tonto Creek
including graffiti removal and trash in the
water. Cleanup area will be from the 260 to the
Horton Creek Bridge. We may go further up
stream if the turn out is larger. Close-toed
shoes and gloves recommended. Bring
shovels and buckets if you have them. Come
up the day before and get some fishing in.
Camping in designated areas only please.

8:00 to 8:30 am
Sign-in and welcome
8:30 to 9:00 am
Safety discussion with Payson Ranger District
9:00 to 5:00 pm
Clean up (Bags provided by Payson Ranger
Disctrict)
11:30 am
FREE Lunch (Provided by Desert Fly Casters)
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THE KINDNESS OF STRANGERS
ust off the Norwegian Riviera, the
south shore of Lake Superior, between
Duluth, MN and Ashland, WI, is a place
very much like many of the skits on "A Prairie
Home Companion". (Yah sure.) The guy at the
hardware store, where I got my fishing license,
talked like Garrison Keillor. (Don'tcha know?) I
have fished the area for years, and I always try
to fish somewhere new as well as some of my
old favorites. I started off by fishing Crystal
Lake, close to the town of Iron River,
Wisconsin. The family cabin is located on the
lake my brother-in-law, Tom, encouraged me to
try his new kayak. I took the new boat for a run
and it fished great. I caught several nice Large
Mouth Bass, some Blue Gill, and even some
Northern Pike. I was in the kayak, for several
hours, maybe a little too long, but no problems.
It was early in the vacation, and I had not gotten enough fishing during the day, so we went to
the Pike Chain Lakes after dinner. I was in the
kayak again, and the hard seat was starting to
get less comfortable. While I was rooting
around, trying to pull a seat cushion under me,
I dumped the kayak. Glug! Glug! Everything
was still under control, I was close to shore, and
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by Vince Deadmond

could have easily made it and started over. But,
a nice family in their pontoon boat stopped, and
asked if I needed any help. I was thankful for
their kind offer and said, "Yes, I could use some
help." I managed to set my gear bag, rod and a
few fly boxes on their deck. Somehow the fly
line got rapped around my left ankle, and took a
little time to remove. I am a bit frugal, and really didn't want to cut the $70 fly line to free my
foot. We finally managed to pull the kayak on
board, and I was able to haul my totally wet,
wrinkled, old body on board as well. We chatted for awhile, and they asked where I wanted to
go. There was a nearby island that fished well
after dark, and was shallow enough to reorganize the kayak. They seemed a bit surprised that
I was not finished for the day, but agreed to drop
me off on the island.
They got close to the island and I hauled all of
my gear ashore, luckily I had not lost anything.
The kayak had zippered pockets that contained
my loose gear, and my gear bag floated.I reloaded
the kayak, and stuck it on the island. I was already
wet, so a little wet wading-fishing was no problem. The kind strangers motored about 100
yards away from the island, where they could

keep an eye on me. I am sure the topic came up,
whether I needed an intervention, the Coast
Guard, or Dr. Phil. I made enough casts around
the island to determine that it was too early for
the Small Mouth to be on the flats around the
island, so I hopped back in the kayak, and started looking for my brother-in-law Tom and
father-in-law Stan, in the motorboat. It was the
warmest day of my vacation, so I was comfortable, other than the hard seat situation. I located Tom and Stan and they had caught some
Small Mouth, a Walleye, and had spotted a
small Muskie. We fished until dark, about 10
PM, and then headed into the boat ramp, where
I told them about my adventure. I am sure the
strangers had a better story, about how they
caught and released a crazy old fly fisher, and
how the tourists make Lake Wobegon an interesting place in the summer time. Maybe they
will visit Arizona this winter and I can return
some kindness.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware
Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N
Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ, or
vince@ajbest.com, or 480 982 7461 for more
fish stories.

San Juan
Outing 2009
Last Chance!
So here we are again….Its fall and it’s time to head out to
the San Juan River in New Mexico. I know some of you
have been waiting for this trip all year while others have been
on the fence about if you should go. Let me answer that last
question for you. YES you should go!
With an estimated 15,000 fish per mile, the San Juan is
one of the premier fisheries in the west. The water is a cool
42 degrees as it comes from the bottom of Navajo lake
tucked behind the dam. With the cold consistent flows, the
trout thrive in the river. To say that many people have gone
to the Juan and caught the fish of a lifetime would not be
untrue.
The club trip has always been one of the best attended
and fun outings every year. Although this year’s format has
changed slightly, the fishing and fun should still be the same.
The trip this year is for three nights lodging, two days guided
fishing and a prime rib dinner one night. In the past we had
done a one day guide, but several members inquired about a
second day with the guides. Fortunately we were able to make that happen. The cost of the trip is $500 per person based on double occupancy. Transportation is not included, but most of us just carpool together and split the cost of gas.
If you are planning on going on this trip, you should have technically been signed up and paid by the time you read this. However,
if you have now decided that you want to go, I might be able to accommodate you. With that said, you would have to pay the full
cost and know that you are at the date of no refund. At 30 days out, we are responsible for the cost of the lodging and guides. We
are always happy to try and find a replacement if something happens, but ultimately, it is your responsibility to find that paying
replacement if you would like your money back.
Ok, that’s enough business. I will have an equipment list available at the meeting for anyone who needs one. Fall fishing on the
San Juan can’t be beat! Don’t miss out.
Steve, Your San Juan Outing Host.

San Jaun dates to remember: October 22-25 2009
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BOOK REVIEW
CHANGING PLANES
by Kathy Scott,
Illustrated by Kim Mellema
Alder Creek Publishing
ISBN 978-0-9657663-4-0
($24.95 Hardcover 1st edition)
oday I decided to treat myself by taking a
rare day off. I vowed not to step foot in the
shop or touch a rod building tool. I needed
a mental health day. It’s grey and cold here
today, the type of day that can lead me into a
funk knowing that this is just the first of many,
many cold and grey days until Spring.
So I settled on the comfy couch, kept my pipe
close at hand and the espresso maker ready to
go, and cracked open Kathy Scott’s latest work,
Changing Planes. I readily admit to a bias. I consider Kathy a friend and immensely enjoyed her
previous books Moose in the Water/ Bamboo on
the Bench and Headwaters Fall as Snow. If you
read those books and enjoyed them, you’ll also
enjoy this one. I had a great day with this book
and once I cracked the spine I enthusiastically
read it cover to cover.
Kathy brings her ‘A’ game to what I feel are
her greatest strengths: keen observation of her
life with rod builder husband David Van Burgel,
their dogs, their travels and home life in the
wilds of Maine. Throughout the book her vivid
and poetic descriptions made me feel like I was
alongside her, taking me to places I haven’t been
and accurately describing the places I have, a
wonderful tonic for a dreary day. The beautiful
drawings by Kim Mellema put the icing on the
cake.
So, what is this book about? Kathy skillfully
weaves many threads into a coherent whole. It’s
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part a journal of building her first cane rod under
David’s watchful tutelage, with all the pitfalls
and pratfalls and ultimate triumph of the first
trout. Its part an observation of nature and the
passing seasons around their home. It’s part
travelogue to fishing destinations in the United
Sates and Maritime Provinces of Canada. Its
part narrative of time passing and the changes
we face as we enter middle age- the things we let
go of but also a reminder of things we can look
forward to. Somehow, she makes it all come
together.
I felt like the main theme was Community, or
rather the many communities that compose our
lives. The home life with spouse, pets and the
natural life that surrounds us. The community
composed of our families. The community we
share as anglers and conservationists, and the
community we participate in as bamboo rod
builders. Each of these circles radiating outwards, encompassing more and broadening and
deepening our lives. One of the joys of the book
is recognizing so many of the named individuals
and events that tie us all together, and personal
memories it jogged for me of these people and
places. Like building a cane rod, I was anxious
to get to the ‘end’ to see how it all turned out, yet
I thoroughly enjoyed the page-by-page process
to get there.
This book will now rest on the shelf along
with her others, but I know I will pull it out
again to brighten another dark day. With this latest book I now have a nice trio, but I have a feeling that given her gifts, Kathy Scott will probably soon (?) grace us with another.
Jeff Wagner

Changing Planes, the book, will be part of the DFC September Raffle
Table...a great gift for that special fisher-person...don’t miss this as
part of our Swap Meet on the 9th!
Kathy Scott
What happens when the apprentice picks up the hand plane and
begins to make split bamboo fly rods? How does life at the
edge of the North Woods change with the inevitable passage of
time?
Author Kathy Scott answers these questions and more in
Changing Planes (240 pp), her newest journal of cane, fly fishing, and life, and the third of her books to be published by
Alder Creek Publishing. Her first book, Moose in the Water
Bamboo on the Bench, has become a classic among those who
treasure split bamboo. Kathy Scott was nominated for the prestigious Rutstrum Wilderness Writers Award for her second
book, Headwaters Fall as Snow.
Kathy Scott is a dedicated conservationist, currently working in
Atlantic salmon restoration as well as with her high school
Varsity Fly Fishing Club. She has produced the DVD Simple
Furled Leaders and is often found teaching their construction
at fly fishing shows or trailheads. Her writing is frequently
seen in Midwest Fly Fishing Magazine, The Planing Form,
Powerfibers, and the Atlantic Salmon Journal, where her
themes of fly fishing, rod making, and immersion in the natural
world continue.
Ron Barch
Alder Creek Publications
Phone 269-945-2329
http://www.aldercreekpublishing.com

SALT
RIVER
OUTING
Sunday, September 13, 2009

Host Vince Deadmond invites you to
meet at 8540 E McDowell #14 in Mesa,
AZ on Sunday, September 13 at 7:30 AM.
We will determine how many vehicles with
Tonto Passes we will need to take to the
river. This is a good opportunity to fish close
to home and fish moving water from a pontoon
boat. If you are short on equipment sign up
anyway, many members have duplicates, and
we can make arrangements, if you speak up
before the day of the trip.
Equipment should include a float tube, Uboat, or poontoon boat, fins, anchor device, fly
rod, reel, with an assortment of lines, floating,
intermediate sink, and fast sink tip lines. Most
of the time you will fish sub surface with
Clousers or Wooly Buggers, but bring your
trout fly box as well as your poppers if you
have them. The Salt changes often, so your
best bet is to bring enough gear to fish more
than one way. The usual sunblock, hat, sunglasses, snacks, and plenty of water will be
essential for this trip.
Fishing the Salt will give you a shot at catching a wide variety of fish found in Arizona.
Bass, Trout, Chub, Blue Gill, Crappie, Catfish,
Carp, and Sucker can be caught on a Salt River
fishing trip. I have planned a trip that will last
about 4 hours, but again the Salt may change
it's flow and speed up or slow down our trip.
The technique I use most often with my 6
weight, is to rig a 200 grain line with tandem
Clousers. I cast into the cattails and under
trees and strip back. I look for slower water to
cast into, and often Bass are waiting for a bite
to eat. Even if the fish are not cooperating this
trip, you can learn some new spots where fish
are likely to be the next time you fish this water.
Just for fun, we will have a tin cup trophy for
the largest fish of the day! We will finish at
Vince's house by grilling some hot dogs and
telling fish stories of the day. Sign up at the
next DFC Meeting or E-mail vince@ajbest.com
or call 480 982 7461.

2009 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Bob Harrison- President
Tyler Stone-Vice President
Mark Lucht- Treasurer
Richard Hall- Secretary
Outings- Darin Taverna
Programs- Mark Lucht
Program Committee
Cinda Howard, Tyler Stone
Retail - Larry Kivela
Membership- Dave Weaver
Education- David Hwang
Education Committee
Tom Horvath
Conservation- Mark Donahoo
Conservation Committee
Bill Batchelor, Richard Hall
TU/FFF Liaison- Yet to be appointed
Videos & Books- Gary Cohen

OUTINGS- 2009
October 22-25 2009
San Juan Trip

September 19, 2009
Tonto Creek Clean-up

December 9, 2009
DFC Banquet and Raffle

...See details/map on page 3

Steve Berry/Host

September 13, 2009 Trip
Pontoon float/Salt River

November 13, 14, 15, 2009
Rocky Point Trip

Details on page 5

Doc Nickel/Host

September Swap Meet
Bring serviceable or collectible fishing and camping items to swap at the September meeting.. We will
have tables set up at one end of the hall for displaying your items. If it is too large – bring a picture.
There is no charge to bring things for sale.
The board has put together a Beginners Basic dozen fly sets with two each of a dozen flies. The cost
will be $25 per box. There will be 10 sets available during the swap and another couple sets will be in
a future raffle. The flies included in this year’s set are:
Hare’s Ear • Prince Nymph • Bead Head Flash Back PT Nymph
• Arizona Peacock Lady
Copper John (Red) • Sparkle Bugger Black/ Red • Hopper • Sparkle Bugger Brown
• Parachute Adams • Zebra Midge • Elk Hair Caddis • Royal Coachman

Raffles- Don Cramer
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon

August Outing to Carnero - Follow-Up
...from Mark Lucht
Five of us went on the outing. Fishing was slow Saturday
morning. I did end up catching a nice 17.5" Rainbow.
I decided lunch was needed, so headed in at 11 AM.
A torrential down pour then ensued. I got a good field test
on the rain jacket I won at the December banquet.
It held up well.

Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large- Doc Nickel
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com
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